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About This Game

Game genre: Indie-horror

Actions take place in the distant year of 2072. Future technologies let rich people forget about gaming consoles,
which allows to fully integrate a human, both physically and mentally* into the virtual world!

The game has 5 main characters that participate in a deadly show called "The Other Side of the Screen".
Each player has to find a way out of his location. The levels and their difficulty are completely different.

You are given an opportunity to play for any of the mentioned characters.
If you want to open a secret ending, you will have to complete the game with each and every one of them!

One player gets only one life. There are no "save" buttons in the game, so you'll have to be very cautious and attentive to
survive.

Game features:

Choice of characters

A wide variety of level themes for every taste

High-quality soundtrack
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Professional voiceovers
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Title: The Other Side Of The Screen
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
VaNyuHa
Publisher:
VaNyuHa
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, windows 2000, Partial Compatibility with Windows 10,8,7

Processor: Dual core 2 GHz or similar

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0 c compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2000 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX

English,Russian
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While there are a few minor flaws and glitches, the game is actually pretty decent.
It is a point and click space gay romance comedy...thingie.
Walking animation is awkward, but graphics are good. Characters are enjoyable, many puns and bad jokes, funny references...
if I had paid 15 € it would have angered me, but for 5 € I recommend buying it, if you are either gay or like gay stuff.

And, thank you, lift. It was always nice riding with you. It's not a bad game. Just don't expect resident evil. More like spooky
Hitman Go. Avoid zombies find the key, etc and get to the exit.

It's got a story though. some decent cutscenes and shows some of that Japanese console gaming flair. Not bad one to get on sale..
I enjoy this game way too much. Well For Two Bucks For The Game Not Bad But...
Wish You Can Be Someone Else Besides..
Night Owl An RosShach...
Comics An Movie Are Bad♥♥♥♥♥The Game Okay..
Just Some Of The Combo Moves Sux An They....
Look Like They Are Punching Like ♥♥♥♥!!!!!. Lego Indiana Jones was one of my favourite Lego games, even still.
Unfortunately, for some reason it refuses to run on my main computer and I've yet to find a solution to this problem. However,
it works perfectly on my newer laptop. It's definitely lots of fun to play and has that Lego humour and style that I loved years
ago. I think it's even better, being an older Lego game. I personally don't enjoy the newer Lego games nearly as much as the
older ones.

I do, 100% recommend this game. If you do plan to purchase, do be prepared to run into problems. That doesn't mean that you
will for sure run into problems but, it's a Lego game on PC. It's kinda a 50/50 between working perfectly and just being glitchy
or even straight unplayable. I have experience both the entirely unplayable and the running absolutely perfect with this game on
two separate computers.. This charming little indie game about ruling the Kingdom got me hooked instantly. The text based
gameplay and graphics have their own unique feel to them, yet they don't feel or look bad. The story and the world are very
immersive, and there's plenty to do in this game.

This game scratched an itch I didn't know I had.

Edit: Wanted to nominate this developer for the the Developer Award during the Autumn Sale, but Steam wouldn't let me
search the developer up :/ I seriously can't reccomend this game enough though, the developer listens to his fans, and he updates
frequently. One of my favorite hidden gems by far :). Needs Boobs but it's a Good Game :3. 10\/10, very good boye

that's how Bepis works. The physics of this game are as pathetic and lazy an attempt at a racing game as the effort they put into
porting this from XBox - namely zero.. It's a very small text-based strategy game where you have to survive 50 turns as a
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township in a cruel morbidly eclectic fantasy world against constant random attacks from some unmotivated anonymous foes.
You do it through budget planning - building and hiring workers & fighters, also you choose faith recieving divine bonuses for
faith currency. The battles get resolved automatically in a plain field before your eyes - so when the stupid AI can't organize
units' movement effectively & loose troops just because of poor pathfinding you only can clutch your teeth tighter. The art is
rather bland in this one except the presentation screens, the music's quite repetative, an ok'ish mobile game.
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This may not look like its alot beceuse they are paper zombies. Well I was wrong this is incredible fun and addicting the
weapons feel like a blast to shoot. And it gets really intense the later wave's. I own about 50 vive games so far and this one is
definetly in my top 3 of them. Yeah its another wave defender but this one is really good and not early access.. Good wie bit of
fun for a few hours. Kinda like a casual version of that masterpiece: Sid Meier's Pirates.. Best puzzle game ever!!!. this is not a
easy game , but is a excellent game (10\/10). The airplane canopy and wing graphics are all messed up after I downloaded
Sandstorm. Can you fix this please?. To put it simply: I love this game.

It's very charming. It's extremely quirky. But what makes me love this game the most is that it's...fun.
Yes, it's fun. Simple, but fun. As I'm writing this, I'm only through the first chapter, but I can say this with certainty:

Wayward Manor has an interesting story, cute characters, and a unique direction of art. Put all of those things together into the
gameplay style (Point & Click, Puzzler) and voil\u00e0: You have a fun game! (In my opinion)
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